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Abstract 
Photography is just like art; it is an art of capturing a moment to make it memorable and special, not only perfect. We have 
to appreciate these moment catchers, photographers, and their talents. In this scenario, we know that social media is an 
active medium for connecting with these talents. But we all may have little or vast knowledge about the redundancy of social 
media. It just becomes empty rather than a learning medium, where we spend our valuable time just for nothing or for 
filtering something from those nothings and just unsighted these talents. So, we are here with an application where we are 
going to figure out every user's choice and filter out these unnecessary topics so that the user can praise these talents with 
an open mind and help them to move forward. Here photographer can reach to other photographers, shares their 
knowledge, and gather some experience to enhance their talents. And the dream to make this social media a learning 
medium will become true. 
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1. Introduction 

PKS is a photography website, starts development in November 2020, and it's still on-going. Here 
photographers can show their daily activities. In this website we have covered some basic features 
like home page, rather we can say a gallery, log in for specific & personalized access, user-specific 
own gallery, an “about us” page where users can find their own or the other users’ information. We 
have also provided an “admin portal” which can be accessed by admin when they login to the website 
with their specific credentials. Guests users who haven’t created an account won’t be able to view 
their profile, they can only use the basic features of the website. For building this website we use the 
MERN stack, but at the basic level, we just use MySQL, rather using MongoDB, as our database 
schema. In this project, ReactJS is used for the frontend, Express (NodeJS) for the backend part. 

2. Work-flow 

MERN stack, MongoDB-Express-React-Node these are some of the well-known stacks all over the 
developing sector. So, here in our project, we are trying to implement these stacks to make this site 
more efficient and quickerto give a better experience for our users. Here we also use the MySQL 
server to store the user credential data. When the users open the web app they can see a fully dynamic 
ReactJS user-interface, where they may log in or not, but they can view the posts and portfolios of 
other users. They also can do some posts, give their votes and suggestions to remains only if they 
sign-up with our application. After doing these, the credential data will be reached to our backend 
Express server and stored in our MySQL database. 

2.1. ReactJS: 

ReactJS is the front stack, in other word main user interface of our project, will help  to show the 
pictures and handle the visual related part. In this we use custom JSX elements,  Java-Script for 
client-side logical part. Through ReactJS this web application is created like  one-page simulation 
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app. Only when the user tries to log in or create his account the website  will refresh otherwise it’s 
work like and application. With ReactJS we hit a specific API with specific JSON data for fetch 
data from database. And also, we don’t need to refresh the  page to  load more pictures or data 
though it’s automatically loads it for us and when someone  click on load more the data shown 
instantly. It reduces the loading time of the page and  though all data loading while surfing so we 
can display full quality images straight forward. 

2.2. NodeJS:  

NodeJSis the backend stack of our project, will help the frontend, ReactJS part, with giving some of 
the users' credential data to authenticate the user at the login section. NodeJS mainly uses the MVC 
format but, we are creating a rest API with JWT token authorization instead of any view section. 
When the frontend (ReactJS part)request for data via API in backend (Express) it willauthenticate the 
token verification (if it is restricted, else it will return data) return desired data in JSON format, by 
which the frontend views will be modified as per the requirement. 

2.3. Database: 

Here we are using SQL and NoSQL both type of database schema as we are using MySQL for user 
management and other relation type data driven work. And for storing the unstructured document type 
data we are using MongoDB. For MongoDB we are using Mongoose driver in our backend model and 
for MySQL we are using MySQLi driver with eloquent/pdo queries. 

2.4. Responsiveness: 

This website is a basically a web app so we mainly focus on Features, Simple User Interface and 
Devise based Responsiveness. Responsiveness is the main pillar of this web app and we designed it 
such a way that everyone can use the full potentiality of this website. We arrange the pictures such a 
way that everyone can see what a photographer want us to see. 

2.5. User interface: 

Though it is a Web Application so we focused on Simple web-based interface with all features that 
can be possible to implement within it. It is a mainly one page web app that only refresh some time 
when a user try to log in or vice versa. 

2.6. Features: 
 

 Unique User Account: A user can create his fully personalized account like various types of 
social media platforms. In this, a user can add, hide and edit their personal details after creating 
his account. Creating an account will give that user the access of posting their daily photographic 
activities and will able to vote and comment on posts.  

 Guiest User Account: A user can see a very few selected type of photos without creating an 
account in our web app. But, will not be able to post, comment and vote on any of the selected or 
other posts. 

 High Resolution Pictures: A user can upload a High resolution image and edit it online. The 
image and the edited image will store simultaneously.This web application show this images in 
it’s perfect aspect ratio and a user can see the zoom view by clicking on the image in gallery. 
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3. Future scope 
 

 In future we will add a voting system in which we will calculate the user profile activity pointsand 
based on this points we give them ranking accordingly with a proper algorithm. 

 According to the profile ranking user’s photo will be shown in the trending section. 
 The post will be filtered according to the user’s choice and interest with a particular algorithm. 
 Filtering out the futile comments by sentimental analysis, we are going to deliver real admiration 

to our new users so that they can recognize their talent and raise that.  
 To sustain the users' post curtesy our website maintains some policy (1) if any of our user (guest 

or permanent) download any photos from our site there must a copyright mark of the original user 
(2) profile view and the download notification will arrive to the primary user.  
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